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1. 3DWOX add-in program user manual

 1  Install Guide When 3DWOX add-in installation is complete, 3DWOX add-in tab will appear.

   While SolidWorks model is open, click “Print 3D” on the 3DWOX tab.

2  Solidworks Model will be converted into STL file and appear on the Printer Bed.

  On the left side of the screen, Property Manager Tab will set the option to print from 3DWOX.
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3  Select either Easy Mode or advanced mode in print settings. Easy Mode has the default values set for simple  

  settings. For more detailed options, use the Advanced Mode to enter the values.

Click on the tab to select the mode.

<3D Printer> 

: Can manage 3DWOX printer, page preview, and print.

: Print after slicing the current model

 :Exit the 3Dwox add-in screen and close add-in tab.

Click on the tab to select the mode.

Select the 3DWOX printer for printing.

Shows the status of the selected 3DWOX. Color, material, 

and the remaining quantity of the inserted cartridge are 

shown,

Using the set values, you can check the sliced model in 

advance.

You may slice the model and print from 3DWOX at once.
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<Printing>

When printing a model, you can select the quality and the speed using by setting in advance. Also, you can des-

ignate the filament material and the type of the support that are needed to print the model.

<Modify>

You can modify the scale, size, and the direction of the STL model.

Advanced mode has <3D Printer> and <Modify> functions same as Easy Mode. Rest of the setting screens are as 

the follows.

you can choose three different mode using a saved preset 

profiles.

- High Quality : When you get a high-quality printouts, this  

                          mode is used. Output rate is the lowest.

- Normal    : Medium quality and speed.

- Fast Speed : You can do it the fast output. This mode can  

                       shorten the time.

You can select the support for the model.

- None : No Support

- Touching Buildplate : Build supports only in areas that 

                                      touch the bed 

- Everywhere: Build supports wherever supports are needed  

                       not only on the beds but also on top of the  

                       object. 

Extend and contract in same ratio to the X, Y, Z direc-

tion. If not selected, the following modification can only 

be done in one direction.

Modify the size of the STL model in one ratio.

Modify in ratio(%) for X, Y, Z direction. Select Uniform 

to modify while keeping the original ratio.

Enter the degrees and rotate the model, centered at 

X, Y, Z axis.

Modify the size of the STL model in mm.

Select the material of the filament. (PLA / ABS)
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<Quality / Fill>

You can select the quality and the fill options of the output.

<Speed / Temperature>

Select the printing speed and the temperature.

Select the material of the filament. (PLA/ABS)

Set all values to the default profiles.

Set the layer height of the sliced model.

Set the horizontal wall thickness of the output.

Set the bottom/top thickness of the output.

Set the fill density of the output.

Select the printing apeed and temperature. (Unit : mm/sec)

Enter the nozzle temperature while printing. Switching the 

material swithces the default values automatically. 

(Unit: Celsius)

Enter the bed temperature while printing. Switching the 

material switches the default values automatically. 

(Unit:Celsius)
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<Support>

Select support-related options.

Select the support for the model.

- None : No support

- Touching Buildplate: Build supports only in areas 

                                     that touch the bed.

- Everywhere: Build supports wherever supports are          

                       needed not only on the beds but also 

                       on top of the object.

Select the method of the output being fixed onto the 

bed.

- None : The output directly touches the bed. Only   

              the basic skirts are created.

- Brim : To facilitate the removal of the output, print    

             the surrounding outskirts in one layer.

- Raft : Fix the output on the bed firmly by printing in 

            many thick layers underneath the output.

Select the minimum angle to create supports.

Adjust the distance between the output and the 

support into Z direction.
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3  You may see the slicing results by clicking the “Preview” button. The sliced model will appear on 

  “G-code Viewer” as below.

You can check the result of each layer that has been sliced using the “Layer Adjust Slide” on the screen.

Screen / Direction / Setup

Show the travel path of the nozzle 

(on/off)

Print Button

Layer Control Slide

Show the travel path of the 

nozzle save as the g-code file

Estimated Print Time

Estimated Filament Usage(Length)

Estimated Filament Usage(Weight)
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Print Settings Function

<Network Connection Mode>

1  You can check the information of the printer that is accessed to add-in under “My Printers” screen. In addi 

  tion, you can check connection mode, printer name, IP, and printer availability.

2  The screen below will appear if you click “Add network printer” when you want to add 3DWOX that is on  

  the network. It will automatically search IP and show on screen.

You can change the print settings by clicking the second button of 

the 3DWOX tab.
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If you know the IP of the 3DWOX, you can enter the IP address yourself as below by ‘Find printer by IP address’.

<USB Connection Mode>

1  Click “Add local printer” on “My Printers” screen.

2  When it automatically finds the 3DWOX that is connected to the USB, it will appear on the screen with the  

  serial number as below.
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3  If you click the “Add” button, you will be able to see that the printer is registered on the list.

Monitoring Function

When 3DWOX is on the network and connected properly to the 3DWOX through network, you can take a look 

at the inside of the printer from the add-in with the internal camera inside the printer.

When you click the “Monitoring” button from the 3DWOX tab, you are able to check the state of the output on 

the right side of the Solidworks with the inner camera. Monitoring will last for 60 seconds and automatically 

end.
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Mouse Function

Viewer Motion Function

STL Viewer

Left Click (On top of the model) Select Model

Right Click (On top of the model) Shortcut Menu of modifying model

Right Click + Drag Parallel Movement on the screen (PAN)

Right Click Shortcut Menu of deleting model

Double click the mid-button (On top 

of the model)

Zoom-in (Model-centered)

Click the mid-button + Drag Screen Rotation

G-code Viewer
Click the mid-button + Drag Screen Rotation

Click the mid-button + Drag Parallel Movement on the screen (PAN)


